
Forcura’s Innovations Are Designed With 
Your Goals In Mind  

1. Referral Automation with IQ  

2. Mobile Care Coordination app 

As you search for the right technology partner to support your post-acute care business’ operational 
and financial targets, consider the following capabilities offered by the Forcura solution that will 
help you hit your goals.  

Never miss the chance to accept a new patient. 
Our platform digitizes and centralizes all your 
inbound documentation into a single dashboard, 
then automatically detects and diverts referrals 
into a dedicated work queue. From there, our AI-
powered technology reads the patient demographic 
data and compares it to your existing patients, 
providing matches for your team to select with a 
click. Clients have saved up to two hours of referrals 
processing time with IQ, and one client saw patient 
onboarding time cut in half.     

Attach point-of-care documentation almost instantly to the patient chart from your administrators or 
remote care teams with a click. Forcura’s Care Coordination app uses HIPAA-secure communication 
technology so your remote staff can easily complete forms, capture documents, and obtain physician or 
patient signatures without having to return to the office. Forcura’s app makes timely filing of your required 
documentation a reality.   

Get a Demo Today |  sales@forcura.com



3. Medical Records Management

4. Forcura Analytics

Maximize your cash flows with tools that can empower 
your team to get physician orders signed in seven days or 
less. Need to act on outstanding orders older than your 
business’s target sent-to-signed date? Coordinate your 
staff’s outreach with Forcura’s Provider Dashboard with 
Follow-up Tracking, which enables them to conduct bulk 
actions such as auto-fax resends and prioritizes their 
efforts regarding physician outliers who hold the most or 
oldest volumes.   

Instantly identify and solve bottlenecks or training 
gaps with eight easy-to-access reports that will 
help you keep your business on track. Monitor staff 
performance in real-time at the individual or location level. 
Evaluate your referral trends and anticipate how you’ll 
need to allocate clinical staff. Reduce accounts receivables 
with reports that let you drill down to those physicians 
who hold the highest or oldest order volumes. You already 
work hard. With Forcura Analytics you’ll work smarter.  

Get a Demo Today |  sales@forcura.com

5. Forcura Circle
You want your clinical documents reviewed, signed and returned fast. Our e-signature product is different, 
with a secure but simple login and intuitive experience for your signing physicians. Circle gives you a win-win 
where your providers can bulk sign up to 50 plans of care in a click - and you can get orders signed up to 
50% faster. 

6. Healthcare-designed Software
Work confidently with a platform created to link with your existing technology and provide optimal ease of 
use for medical professionals. Our enhanced security measures exceed HIPAA standards and our seamless 
integration ensures superior performance with rare system downtimes. 

Improve your physician relationships, realize operational savings, and bring cash forward, all at cloud-based 
speed. Fewer clicks, better care. That’s the Forcura solution. 

Want to learn more? Contact us for a demo today! Schedule a Demo




